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Optimal MIMO Multicast Transceiver Design for
Simultaneous Information and Power Transfer
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Abstract—We consider transceiver design for a MIMO mul-
ticast channel for simultaneous wireless information and power
transfer. We assume that common information is intended for
a subset of users, called information decoders (IDs), and the
other users, called energy harvesters (EHs), harvest energy from
the received signals. Assuming linear receivers at the IDs, we
jointly design the precoder at the source and the receivers at the
IDs according to two criteria. In the first criterion, we minimize
the worst case mean square error (MSE) under source transmit
power and harvested energy constraints. In the second criterion,
we maximize the total harvested energy at the EHs under source
transmit power and worst case MSE constraints. We formulate
both problems as semidefinite programming (SDP) problems that
we optimally solve using interior point algorithms. Simulation
results show the importance of designing the transceivers in order
to achieve a desired tradeoff among the source transmit power,
MSEs at the IDs, and harvested energy at the EHs.

Index Terms—MIMO multicasting, transceiver design, energy
harvesting, simultaneous information and power transfer.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Recently, energy harvesting in wireless communication
networks have attracted much interest due to its ability in
prolonging the network lifetime as well as achieving greener
communications. Traditionally, the energy1 is harvested from
the surrounding environment, such as solar, wind, etc. Due to
recent advances in energy harvesting via radio frequency (RF)
electromagnetic signals [1] simultaneous wireless information
and power transfer (SWIPT) has become possible and can be
of great practical interest. However, until recently, wireless
communication systems were optimized only for information
transfer and consequently they may not be optimal for si-
multaneous transfer of both information and power. Hence, to
achieve both efficient information and power transfer, wireless
communication systems need to be redesigned taking into
account both information and power transfer requirements.

The first work on SWIPT in [2] studied the fundamental
tradeoff between the rates at which energy and reliable in-
formation can be transmitted in a single-input single-output
(SISO) system. Later, Grover and Sahai [3] extended [2] to
frequency selective channels. SWIPT for MIMO broadcast
system, MIMO interference channel with two users, and
multiple access and multi-hop channels was studied in [4],
[5], and [6], respectively. All the above works concentrated
on the characterization of the rate-energy region and the
design of the covariance matrix of the transmit signal. More
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1In this paper, we use energy and power interchangeably.

recently the authors in [7] studied a multiuser multiple-input
single-output (MISO) downlink system for SWIPT. In [8], the
authors considered SWIPT for MISO multicasting systems.
To the author’s best knowledge, no work on practical joint
design of the source precoder and receivers for a MIMO
spatial multiplexing SWIPT system exists yet for any network
topology.

In this letter, we consider a MIMO multicast system con-
sisting of a source node and a number of destination nodes
[9], [10]. Multicasting systems, such as media streaming and
mobile TV, are of practical interest and we believe are very
suitable for SWIPT. In this work, we assume that a subset
of destinations, for which common information is intended,
referred to as information decoders (IDs), decode the infor-
mation, while the rest of destinations, called energy harvesters
(EHs), harvest energy from the received signals. In particular,
we jointly design the source precoder and the receivers at
the IDs according to two criteria. In the first criterion, we
minimize the worst case mean square error (MSE) subject to
the source transmit power and harvested energy constraints.
In the second criterion, we maximize the total harvested
energy at the EHs under source transmit power and worst
case MSE constraints. In both criteria, we assume that the
receivers at the IDs are linear and take into account the limited
storage capacity of the batteries at the EHs. We formulate
both problems as semidefinite programming (SDP) problems
and solve them optimally using interior point algorithms. We
also evaluate the performance of the proposed designs and
discuss the obtained gains. We note that this work is different
from the works in [7], [8] in several aspects. In particular,
[7] and [8] considered a multiuser MISO downlink system
where each destination node uses a power splitting approach
to both decode information and harvest energy. However, in
this work we consider a MIMO multicast system and each
destination node is either an EH or ID node. Moreover, [7]
and [8] investigated joint transmit beamforming and receive
power splitting while we consider joint source precoder and
IDs receivers design where the IDs are equipped with linear
receivers.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a MIMO multicast channel with one source
S, which is equipped withM transmit antennas, andK + L
destinations, each equipped withN antennas, as shown in
Fig. 1. We assume that each destination node can either
decode information or harvest energy but not both at the same
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time2. Note that each destination node can switch between
information decoding and energy harvesting modes according
to a given selection criterion3. In the following, we assume that
K andL destinations were selected for information decoding
and energy harvesting, respectively. Lets ∈ C

M×1 denote the
transmit signal from the source to all ID nodes. The elements
of the transmit signal are assumed to be independent and iden-
tically distributed (i.i.d.) with unit power, i.e.,E[ssH ] = IM ,
whereE[·] denotes the statistical expectation andIM is the
M × M identity matrix. The transmitted symbols can be
drawn from any constellation, e.g., PSK or QAM. We assume
spatial multiplexing ands is precoded using precoding matrix
B ∈ C

M×M before transmission. The signal received at the
ith ID node,yIDi

∈ C
N×1, is given by

yIDi
= HiBs+ nIDi

, i = 1, . . . ,K (1)

where Hi ∈ C
N×M is the channel matrix between the

source and theith ID, and nIDi
∈ C

N×1 is the additive
white Gaussian noise with zero mean and covariance matrix
E
[

nIDi
nH
IDi

]

= σ2

IDi
IN at theith ID. The signal received at

the ith EH, yEHj
∈ C

N×1, is given by

yEHj
= GjBs+ nEHj

, j = 1, . . . , L (2)

where Gj ∈ C
N×M is the channel matrix between the

source and thejth EH andnEHj
∈ C

N×1 is the additive
white Gaussian noise with zero mean and covariance matrix
E

[

nEHj
nH
EHj

]

= σ2

EHj
IN at the jth EH. For notational

convenience and without loss of generality, we assume that the
noise variance is the same at all the receiving nodes, IDs and
EHs, i.e.,σ2

n = σ2

ID1
= · · · = σ2

IDK
= σ2

EH1
= · · · = σ2

EHL
.

To recover the transmitted signal, the IDs use linear re-
ceivers4, Wi ∈ C

N×M , i = 1, . . . ,K. The signal at the output
of the receiver at theith ID, is given by

ŝi = WH
i yIDi

= WH
i HiBs+WH

i nIDi
. (3)

To measure the performance of the retrieved signals, we
consider the MSE criterion. The MSE at the output of the
receiver of theith ID can be obtained as

MSEi , tr
(

E
[

(ŝi − s)(ŝi − s)H
])

=tr
((

WH
i HiB−IM

)(

WH
i HiB−IM

)

H+σ2

nW
H
i Wi

)

(4)

wheretr(A) denotes the trace of matrixA. The receiver that
minimizes (4) is the well-known linear minimum mean square
error (LMMSE) receiver, given by

Wi =
(

HiBBHHH
i + σ2

nIN
)−1

HiB, i = 1, . . . ,K. (5)

The source transmit power isPS = tr
(

BBH
)

and the
harvested energy at thejth EH is given by

ej = αtr
(

GjBBHGH
j + σ2

nIN
)

(6)

2The reason behind this assumption is that with current circuit technologies
it is not yet possible for a node to decode information and harvest energy at
the same time [4].

3Selecting a node for information decoding or energy harvesting can be a
function of, e.g., quality of the links, available power in the battery, etc. Note
that the selection criterion is beyond the scope of this paper.

4Here, we assume linear receivers due to their low complexity. However,
other types of receivers, such as decision feedback equalizers, can be used.

ID: information decoder

EH: energy harvester

Source

Fig. 1. A MIMO multicast channel consisting of one source,K IDs, andL
EHs.

where α ≤ 1 is a constant that accounts for the energy
conversion loss at the transducer [4].

III. W ORSTCASE MSE MINIMIZATION BASED DESIGN

In this section, we aim at designing the source precoder
and the receivers at the IDs via the minimization of the worst
case MSE at the IDs subject to source transmit power and
total harvested power constraints. This criterion is of interest
when we wish to optimize the quality of service (QoS), here
MSE, as well as ensuring fairness among the IDs, given
that we have a limited available source transmit power and
a minimum total power that needs to be harvested by the
EHs, that cannot be relaxed. The corresponding optimization
problem is formulated as

min
B, {Wi}i=1,··· ,K

max
i

MSEi (7a)

s.t. tr
(

BBH
)

≤ Ps,max (7b)

αtr
(

GjBBHGH
j + σ2

nIN
)

≥ ξj , j = 1, . . . , L (7c)

α tr
(

GjBBHGH
j + σ2

nIN
)

≤emax,j , j = 1, . . . , L (7d)

where Ps,max is the maximum allowable source transmit
power, ξj is the minimum power that needs to be harvested
by thejth EH, andemax,j is the available storage space in the
battery of thejth EH. Constraints (7b) and (7c) ensure that
the transmit power is less or equal to the maximum allowable
transmit power,Ps,max, at the source node and that the power
that needs to be harvested by thejth EH is at least equal toξj ,
respectively. Constraint (7d) ensures that the harvested power
by each EH is less or equal to the empty storage space in its
battery. Note thatξj ≤ emax,j should be satisfied so that the
problem may be feasible.

It is obvious that optimization problem (7) is not convex due
to the product between the source precoder and ID receivers,
and hence it is difficult to solve optimally. Observe that the
constraints in (7) do not depend onWi, i = 1, . . . ,K, and
hence the receivers that minimize the cost function in (7) are
the well-known LMMSE receivers, given in (5). Substituting
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(5) into (7), and after some manipulations, yields

min
B

max
i

σ2

ntr
(

(

σ2

nIM +BHHH
i HiB

)−1
)

(8a)

s.t. tr
(

BBH
)

≤ Ps,max (8b)

tr
(

GjBBHGH
j

)

≥ ξ′j , j = 1, . . . , L (8c)

tr
(

GjBBHGH
j

)

≤ e′max,j , j = 1, . . . , L (8d)

whereξ′j = ξj/α−Nσ2
n ande′max,j = emax,j/α−Nσ2

n.
Let us assume that problem (8) is feasible and proceed with

solving it. Using the equalitytr
(

(

σ2
nIM+BHHH

i HiB
)−1

)

=

tr
(

(

σ2
nIN+HiBBHHH

i

)−1
)

+ M − N and F = BBH ,
problem (8) can be equivalently recast as

min
F�0,τ

τ (9a)

s.t. tr (F) ≤ Ps,max (9b)

tr
(

GjFG
H
j

)

≥ ξ′j , j = 1, . . . , L (9c)

tr
(

GjFG
H
j

)

≤ e′max,j , j = 1, . . . , L (9d)

tr
(

(

σ2

nIN+HiFH
H
i

)−1
)

≤ τ, i = 1, . . . ,K. (9e)

where τ is a real-valued slack variable. Introducing
(

σ2
nIN +HiFH

H
i

)−1
� Ti, which, using the Schur com-

plement, can be recast in a linear inequality form as
[

Ti IN
IN σ2

nIN +HiFH
H
i

]

� 0, (10)

constraint (9e) is equivalent to






tr (Ti) ≤ τ
[

Ti IN
IN σ2

nIN +HiFH
H
i

]

� 0.
(11)

Hence, using (11), problem (9) is equivalent to

min
F�0,τ,Ti

τ

s.t. tr (F) ≤ Ps,max

tr
(

GjFG
H
j

)

≥ ξ′j , j = 1, . . . , L

tr
(

GjFG
H
j

)

≤ e′max,j , j = 1, . . . , L

tr (Ti) ≤ τ, i = 1, . . . ,K
[

Ti IN
IN σ2

nIN +HiFH
H
i

]

� 0, i = 1, . . . ,K. (12)

This is a convex SDP problem and we can solve it optimally
using interior point algorithms. In particular, here, we use the
convex optimization toolbox CVX [11] to solve problem (9)
at a complexity order of at mostO

(

(

M2 +K + 2L+ 1
)3.5

)

[9]. Once we have the optimal solutionF⋆ of problem (9), the
optimal solutionB⋆ can simply be computed using the eigen-
decomposition ofF⋆, which is given byF⋆ = U⋆Λ⋆U⋆H .
U⋆ is a unitary matrix containing the eigenvectors ofF⋆

and Λ⋆ is a diagonal matrix containing the corresponding
eigenvalues. Hence, the set of optimal precoder matrices is
B⋆ = U⋆Λ⋆ 1

2P, whereP is an arbitrary unitary matrix. In
this letter, we have chosenP = IM . Now, we can compute
the LMMSE receivers at the IDs by substitutingB⋆ into (5).

IV. H ARVESTED ENERGY MAXIMIZATION BASED DESIGN

In this section, assuming LMMSE receivers at the IDs,
we design the source precoder via the maximization of the
total harvested energy under source transmit power and QoS
constraints. This criterion is interesting since both transmit
power and QoS are very important requirements and, in
general, cannot be relaxed. The corresponding optimization
problem can be formulated as

max
B

L
∑

j=1

αtr
(

GjBBHGH
j + σ2

nIN
)

s.t. tr
(

BBH
)

≤ Ps,max

tr
(

GjBBHGH
j

)

≤ e′max,j , j = 1, . . . , L

min
i

σ2

ntr
(

(

σ2

nIM +BHHH
i HiB

)−1
)

≤ ρ (13)

where ρ is the maximum allowable MSE at the output of
each ID receiver. Let us assume that problem (13) is feasible
and solve it. Similar to Section III, after some manipulations,
problem (13) can be reformulated as an SDP problem that is
given by

max
F�0,Ti

L
∑

j=1

tr
(

GjFG
H
j

)

tr (F) ≤ Ps,max

tr
(

GjFG
H
j

)

≤ e′max,j , j = 1, . . . , L
[

Ti IN
IN σ2IM +HiFH

H
i

]

� 0, i = 1, · · · ,K

tr (Ti) ≤ ρ′, i = 1, · · · ,K (14)

whereρ′ = (ρ+N − L)/σ2
n. This is a convex SDP problem

and we can solve it optimally using interior point algorithms.
In particular, here, we use the convex optimization toolbox
CVX [11] to solve problem (13) at a complexity order of at
mostO

(

(

M2 +K + L+ 1
)3.5

)

[9]. Similar to Section III,
we can use the eigen-decomposition to get the optimalB⋆

from F⋆.
Remark 1: Another way to design the source precoder and

the IDs receivers is by minimizing the source transmit power
under harvested energy and worst case MSE constraints. This
problem is omitted due to space limitation. However, the
corresponding optimization problem can be formulated and
solved in a similar fashion to the optimization problems in
Sections III and IV.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we assess the performance of the proposed
solutions. We assume that the transmitted symbols are drawn
from a 4-QAM constellation. Moreover, we assume that the
entries ofHj andGj are i.i.d. zero mean complex Gaussian
random variables with varianced−η, whered is the distance in
meters between the source and each receiving node (ID or EH)
andη is the path loss. In the following, we assumeη = 2.7,
and an energy conversion loss factor ofα = 0.8. We note that
all the results are obtained by averaging over103 realizations
of the channels.
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Fig. 2. MSE at the IDs vs. the minimum required harvested powerξ for
K = 2 IDs andL = 2 EHs. We assumePs,max = 1 W , M = N = 2

antennas,d = 5 m, and an average receive SNR of30 dB.

Fig. 2 shows the worst case MSE at the IDs vs. the minimum
required harvested powerξ at each energy harvester forK =
2 IDs andL = 2 EHs. We assumePs,max = 1 watt (W ),
d = 5 m, M = N = 2 antennas, and an average signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) of30 dB at each receive antenna. Since
optimization problem (12) is not always feasible, we only take
into consideration the solutions when the problem is feasible to
plot Fig. 2. We observe that the performance in terms of MSE
degrades as the minimum required harvested power increases.
This is because it is not possible to simultaneously minimize
the MSEs at the IDs and maximize the harvested power.

Fig. 3 shows the total harvested power at the EHs vs. the
maximum allowable MSEρ at the IDs. We assumeσ2

n =
10−4 W , d = 5 m, K = 2 IDs, L = 2 EHs, andM = N = 2
antennas. We compare the proposed scheme with the scheme,
referred to asBaseline, in which the optimization problem is a
feasibility problem with source transmit power and worst case
MSE constraints. We observe that the smallerρ the smaller
the harvested power. This is expected since to achieve smaller
MSEs, the source directs the beams towards the IDs and hence
less power can be harvested at the EHs. We also notice that
for ρ ≥ 0.016, the amount of the harvested power is almost
constant. This is due to the fact that for a largeρ, the worst case
MSE constraints are not active most of the time. We also notice
that the proposed scheme performs better than the baseline
scheme since in the latter we just satisfy the source transmit
power and worst case MSE constraints without maximizing
the harvested energy at the EHs. From Figs. 2 and 3, we can
conclude that it is important to design the transceivers taking
into account the tradeoffs among the source transmit power,
the MSEs at the IDs, and the harvested energy at the EHs.
Moreover, the performance gains of the schemes may be useful
for the communication system designer to decide whether it
is better to redesign the system by taking into account the
energy harvesting aspect or to just keep the existing system
design (conventional). For example, if the performance gains
of the conventional and energy harvesting systems are very
close, then redesigning the system may not be justified.
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Fig. 3. Total harvested power vs. the maximum allowable MSEρ at IDs.
We assumed = 5 m, K = 2 IDs, L = 2 EHs, M = N = 2 antennas,
Ps,max = 1 W andσ2

n
= 10

−4 W .

VI. CONCLUSION

We investigated the joint source precoder and IDs receivers
design for MIMO multicast channels for SWIPT. In particular,
we assumed linear receivers at the IDs and considered two
criteria to compute the source precoder and IDs receivers. In
the first criterion, we minimized the worst case MSE at the
IDs subject to constraints on the source transmit power and
harvested power at the EHs. In the second criterion, we max-
imized the total harvested energy at the EHs subject to source
transmit power and worst case MSE at the IDs. To optimally
solve the two optimization problems, we reformulated them as
SDP problems. Numerical results showed the effectiveness of
the proposed solutions and the tradeoff among source transmit
power, MSE at the IDs, and harvested energy at the EHs.
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